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SURVEYING - I

(Maximum marks: 100)

lTime :3 hows

PART - A

(Maximum marks: 10)

Marks

I Answer the following questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries

2 marks.

1. Differentiate plane sunreying and Geodetic surveying.

2. Dstinguish magnetic dip and declination.

3. Define the term level surface.

4. Write ttre relation between line of collimation and ads of bubble.

5. List the methods of interpolation of contour lines. (5 x 2=10)

PART - B

(Maximum marks: 30)

il Answer ary five ofthe following questions. Each question carries 6 marks.

l. Define rangng. Explain rangng of a long line by eye.

2. Draw the conventional signs for (i) cutting (ii) tunnel (iii) sations (iv) bridges

3. Explain abourt the different meridians employed in compass survey.

4. What do you mean by local attaction ? How is it detected ?

5. Dscuss the different methods of reduction of levels in levelling.

6. Determine the correction for curvature and for refraction for a distance of

1300m and 3.lkm.

7. Explain profile levelling. (5x6 = 30)
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PART - C

(Marimum marks: 60)

(Answer one Jitll question from each unit. Each frrll question carries 15 marks.)

UNII 
- 

I

m (a) Explain the procedure for continuing chaining on the following obstructions

(i) Pond (ii) river (iii) building g

(b) Explain with the aid of a neat sketch, the method of locating a point by
6radiation in plane table survey.

On

ry (a) List the various insfuments used in chaining and their fi.nctions.

(b) Explain the method of intersection in plane table surveying.

UNrr - II

V (a) The following beamings were observed for a closed taverse ABCDEA.
Calculate the incltrded angles.

Line Bearing

AB 140'30'

BC 80" 30'

CD 340000'

DE 290"30',

EA 230"3}',

(b) Distinguish between Prismatic compa-ss and Stweyor,s compass.

On

VI (a) Define the term magnetic declination. Convert the following tue bearing into
magnetic bearing.

(i) 91'30' the declination is 1o30' W

(ii) 74200' the declination is 0o30,'E

(ur) 184"30' the declination is 2"00, W

(i9 340"00' the declination is 3ol5,E g

(b) Explain the sowces of errors in compass surveying.
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UNrr - III
VII (a) The following staff readings were taken on a uniformly slopping ground with a

d.rmpy level and a 4m levelling staff. 0.350, 0.955, 1.g30, 3.255, 1.125,
2.560,3.655, 0.750, 1.450 and 2.000. Rule out a page of level field book
and enter the readings accordingly. Determine the elevation of the points if the
first staff reading was taken on the point whose elevation is +96.999- bv HI
method. g

(b) List the fi.indamental axes of a dumpy level and their relationship. 6

On

VIII (a) Determine the level diflerence between the points A and B, with the following
observations taken with a dumpy level and a levelling staff using rise and fall
method.

Station BS IS FS Rernarks

A 1.250

1 0.925 1.850 CP

2 2.120

J 2.810

4 1.855 3.210 CP

B 2.340 BM:+80.000

(b) Explain the different types of levelling staff

UNrr - IV

D( (a) Explain the classification of levelling based on the purpose.

O) Define the terms (i) contour interval (ii) Horizontal equivalent and
(iii) contour

On

X (a) An observer standing on the top of a hill just sees the flag of a ship, which is
25m above mean sea level. If the height of the hill is 35m above sea level,
detennine the distance of the ebserver from the ship.

(b) Explain the direct method of contouring.
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